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This document summarizes the new format of the output.std for SWAT-MODFLOW simulations. For standard SWAT model simulations, the 

output.std file contains daily-averaged depths for the principal water balance variables in the watershed (e.g. rainfall, surface runoff, groundwater 

flow to streams, etc.). The output.std file for the SWAT-MODFLOW simulations has the same general format as the original SWAT model, but 

with several key additions that provide more information regarding groundwater and groundwater-surface water interactions. These additions are 

summarized as follows: 

 

Variables in original SWAT simulations 

PREC:    Rainfall in the watershed 

SURQ:   Surface runoff to streams 

LATQ:   Lateral flow to streams 

GWQ:   Groundwater flow to streams (using original SWAT groundwater module) 

PERCO LATE:  Deep percolation (recharge) to groundwater 

TILE Q:  Tile drain flow to streams 

SW:   Total soil water contained in the watershed 

WATER YIELD: Total water added to streams ( = SURQ + LATQ + GWQ + TILE Q) 

 

New Variables (and changes to original variables) in SWAT-MODFLOW simulations 

GWQ:   Groundwater flow to streams (as calculated by the River package in MODFLOW) 

SWGW:  Seepage from streams to the aquifer (as calculated by the River package in MODFLOW) 

GW:   Total groundwater contained in the watershed 

WATER YIELD: Total water added to streams ( = SURQ + LATQ + GWQ – SWGW + TILE Q) (notice that this takes into account the 

water that leaves the stream and seeps into the aquifer) 

 

Example output from a SWAT-MODFLOW simulation is shown in the following figure: 
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Figure 1. Example output data in output.std file, as written by the SWAT-MODFLOW model. The variables bounded by a red rectangle are either new 

variables output by SWAT-MODFLOW (SWGW, GW) or variables that are modified from the original SWAT modeling code (GWQ, WATER 

YIELD). 

 

 


